GOOD CARE STARTS WITH A SMOOTH RIDE!

That’s the tag line for MOR/ryde’s newest suspension for the ambulance market. Today’s roads are rougher than ever and that presents added challenges for EMS operators as they deliver high quality care. MOR/ryde’s new system works to smooth out even the harshest of roads by using a unique rubber shear spring design that isolates and absorbs the shock. The rubber moves or “deflects” in response to the road condition and absorbs the shock before it gets to the body of the ambulance. The result is a much smoother ride with greater patient and provider comfort.

The MOR/ryde system can be aftermarket installed onto existing ambulances in your fleet or can be special ordered on new ambulances from select manufacturers. For more information on the MOR/ryde system for ambulances, visit www.morryde.com or call 574-293-1581.